The Hiqu High Range IQ Test by Dr Jason Betts
See the Score and Norming Data File at www.psiq.org/lux for the submission instructions and guidelines.
The use of the internet and all reference materials is recommended to research all terms not fully understood.
These Haiku are of the syllabic form 5-7-5 where the last syllables form the answer, usually within the phrase.
As with Haiku and Zen, the answers are simple, easy, obvious and monoverbal, so please have fun and do well.
1.

Inner completeness, happy now, units ajoined, together with

2.

Opening spaces, movement quietens, mind moves, fullness in

3.

Minerals metals, soft and hard, heavy and light, a rolling stone |

4.

A magical place, filled with hope and hurt and love, achey breaky

5.

An English blue train, Thomas is a tank engine, he has many

6.

Electricial eyes, the web has many spyders, flies don't eat

7.

Humanity dies, the greatest cause of all deaths, rats and

8.

Morning ritual, body and brain and bowels, I like my

9.

Animals and man, elements of sign and sand, riddle of the

10.

Pink carpets on green, caressed by the Autumn wind, falling

11.

Scandanavian seas, crinkley fractals to be seen, beware Viking's

12.

The sun and the moon, crossing over the world sky, the Earth must be

13.

Blue makes gold money, red and yellow makes a fruit, red and blue for

14.

Art is made by man, craft is skill learnt by career, magic is one

15.

They begin and end, always with complications, my

16.

A man and woman, living together for life, nuclear

17.

A number that's not, everlong and evermore, an

18.

Everything goes there, sooner or later it's there, the end |

19.

And and and is and, and and and and and is and, or and or is

20.

Dogs and cats don't bark, dogs and cats or trees do bark, dogs or cats woof |

